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llistar Fredericks was a ground breaker. After representing South Africa
with SACOS during the apartheid era, Fredericks was the first player of
colour to feature for South Africa post isolation. He was a gifted goal
scoring striker with hands that made defenders quake at their knees. He
represented South Africa at the Atlanta 1996 Olympics which included the
honour of speaking to president Nelson Mandela at the team dinner.
Following his retirement, Fredericks continued to be an ambassador for the game
in the country as a coach, a business man, a selector and an admininstrator. He was
determined to give kids from underprivileged and underdeveloped, in terms of hockey,
areas the opportunity to showcase their talent and realise dreams. This avenue allowed
players like Jesse Salo, Marvin Simons and Sizwe Mthembu to take massive steps in
realising their potential.
I had been doing some work with Ally for the Hockey Junction and in a very recent
episode of Hockey the Podcast he shared amazing ideas about the growth of the game
and the plans to take it further forward.
We were however devastated by the news that Ally had passed away in the early hours
of Tuesday 15 June. It is why we dedicate this edition of the magazine to the Fredericks
family. To Nicky, Taylor-Leigh, Keagan and Tristan, thank you for sharing Ally with the
Hockey Family, we will keep his legacy alight.
In this edition of Hockey the Magazine we hear from Garreth Ewing as the National
mens team returned to action for the first time since before Covid arrived and both
national Olympic teams are named. We also introduce the Hockey the Magazine Hall
of Fame and its first inductee is Justin Reid-Ross who announced his retirement from
hockey and shared his story with us.
We hear all about inspirational vice captain Keenan Horne, take a dive into the SA
Hockey Academy, get wonderful insight from Austin Smith and look back at the EHL and
the arrival of the womens competition.
The focus will now be on the Tokyo Olympic Games as the SA Hockey Men and
Women will look to go and make the country proud on the back of an incredibly difficult
18 months. They have our support for sure!
Remember to follow all our social media channels to hear the latest news, the breaking
stories and of course competitions too!
Hockey the Magazine.
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5-STAR WORKSHOP AS RATED BY THE
MOTOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION.
Premier Land Rover & Range Rover after sales,
repair and maintenance workshop
Extended warranty solutions available
Accredited air-con repairs
Pre-trip check overs
Roadside recovery service
Collection & delivery service available
Courtesy vehicles available on request

Trusted turnkey sales experience
Exclusive range of quality pre-owned
Land Rovers and SUV’s.
Trade-ins welcome
Financing offered through all major
ﬁnancial institutions
Direct buying of your vehicle

VISIT OUR CENTURION & STELLENBOSCH BRANCHES
OR VISIT WWW.AUTOEXCELLENCE.CO.ZA

CENTURION - 012 663 7108 / 9

STELLENBOSCH - 021 883 9099

FEATURE

EHL WELCOME’S A
WOMEN’S COMPETITION
“WHAT TOOK SO LONG?”
“THERE ISN’T A WOMEN IN THIS
GAME WHO ISN’T ECSTATIC.”
by Catarina dos Santos
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he Euro Hockey League
(EHL) was introduced in
the 2007/08 season with the
intent to replace the Men’s
European Cup competition.
This was a new and exciting
format and the competition promised some
exhilarating hockey for all to see.
The purpose of the EHL was to
develop and promote club hockey at an
international level. Over the years, the EHL
grew from strength to strength, bringing
with it the exposure that club hockey
needed. Players spend thirty five weeks or
more playing for their clubs and had very
little to look forward to when it came to
club competitions.
The tournament hosts the very best
teams from all over Europe. This 2020/21
season, the EHL finally introduced a
Women’s Competition that hosted the
best women’s club sides in European
club hockey. “The men’s competition
has been unreal.” says Nikki AlexanderLloyd, retired Scottish International and
FIH commentator. “It brings in a huge
crowd and draws everyone in and having
a women’s competition now, well – what
took so long? The women’s club hockey in
Europe is World Class! I think pretty much
every team in the competition has the
capability to compete on a world stage. I
think the more we get good coverage on TV
and other platforms, the more it will make
it [the EHL] a sporting event that everyone
will want to watch. Having quality men
and women’s hockey that has the same
opportunity will help the sport grow and
having a women’s competition will help it
grow equally, which is very important.”
Though
COVID
prevented
the
competition from having spectators
come in this season, the organisers and
sponsors did an unbelievable job at
making the matches accessible via live
streaming and broadcasting matches
on television networks. The tournament
was originally going to host eight teams
from six different countries but due to
COVID restrictions in the host country
(the Netherlands), only the four original
seeded teams were able to play. “We
missed the fans so much.” Says Kelly Dunn
of FH Umpires. “European supporters are
insanely joyful and fun in their support
of their clubs and the game in general. I
can’t wait for the hockey family to return
to the game alongside the teams so we
can celebrate with them next season.”

Dunn also expressed how much
excitement was spread throughout the
world with the introduction of the women’s
competition in the EHL. “There isn’t a
woman in this game who isn’t completely
ecstatic.” says Keely. “I’m personally
delighted for every woman who was able
to directly participate, but even more so
for every woman who can now aspire to get
there themselves.”
Dunn, a retired International Umpire,
was also pleased to see the impact that
the women’s competition has had on the
umpiring community as well. “We know
two things to be true. One is that in most
hockey communities around the world,
there’s a dearth of women moving into
umpiring and the second thing is that we
need to see it to be it.” Says Dunn. “The more
we see women umpiring top-level hockey
on major platforms, the more women will
know that this is the role for them! It’s a
long road but I’m looking forward to seeing
the hegemony of the Dutch women’s clubs
being challenged more comprehensively
by those from other countries. Being
from outside Europe, I dream of the EHL
model spreading to different continents
(PAHL, AFHL, AHL, OHL), all competing
to contest a super hockey league title with
the EHL someday!”
The games did not disappoint with both
men and women showing great finesse
on the field. The first team to become
finalists of the debut women’s competition
were Spain’s Club Campo de Madrid after
winning their semi-final against Germany’s
Club an der Alster. The second semi-final
was between two Dutch sides and ended
in heartbreak for AH&BC Amsterdam
when they lost to HC Hertogenbosch (Den
Bosch). Though Club Campo de Madrid’s
squad sported ten of the players selected
for the Spanish Women’s Squad in March,
Den Bosch won the finals of the first ever
EHL Women’s competition 5 goals to 0.
In the men’s competition, the semifinals were as thrilling as everyone
expected them to be with the Dutch club,
HC Bloemendaal winning 5-4 in eightsecond shootouts after drawing 1-1 at the
end of regular time against the Belgian
Club, Royal Leopald Club. Spain’s Atletic
Terressa HC won by 3 goals to 2 against
HTC Uhlenhorst Mülheim. The finals of
the Men’s EHL competition were won by
HC Bloemendaal after Atletic Terressa HC
were outplayed and lost by 5 goals to 2.
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arreth Ewing has enjoyed an excellent trophywinning run at both provincial and club level,
making him an obvious choice as national men’s
coach and now he faces his greatest challenge as
he takes the South African team to the Olympic
Games.
Ewing first made his name as the coach of the dominant
University of Johannesburg side and stints as coach of both the
Southern Gauteng men’s and women’s teams brought success
at that level too. Parallel to that, Ewing has been involved at
national level since 2004, as a selector, video analyst, team
manager, high-performance trainer and assistant coach. Some
of his most notable work, however, has been with the SA U21
side, taking them to an IPT final for the first time and securing
an outstanding 10th-place finish in the 2016 Junior World Cup in
India.
And now he is the head coach of the senior men’s side,
preparing for the Olympic Games. And probably no-one could
have more knowledge than Ewing of all the steps in the pipeline,
and all the players who have made that journey, as South Africa
look to shine in Tokyo.
The Olympics will be a formidable challenge though as they
are grouped with world champions Belgium, Great Britain,
Germany, the Netherlands and Canada in Pool B. But Ewing
reckons some of his best work has been done under immense
pressure.
“I’m very lucky to have learnt so much from all those different
roles, it’s a huge advantage and I’ve coached a lot at provincial
level, at every age-group and for both genders. When I first
started, I was a bit hard-arsed and focused on results. But I’ve
shifted more towards getting the process right, getting the players
to perform at the right times, like in knockout games. I think
I’m quite good at that, I think I’m calm under pressure and that
would be my greatest strength. When there’s turmoil inside, it’s
important how you communicate with the players.
“If you’re going to the Olympics, you expect it to be daunting,
and all of our opponents, except for Canada, are ranked in the
top six for good reason. Canada are in the top-10 and have earned
that. But if we were in the other pool [Australia, Argentina, India,
Spain, New Zealand & Japan] it would be exactly the same. The
teams we are playing against have styles that we are familiar with
though, so that may be an advantage,” Ewing says.
Although Ewing self-deprecatingly says he was always “the
worst player in quite good teams”, he played Premier League
hockey for many years for both Randburg and RAU. But he was
never a sleeper when it came to the desire to coach; that yearning
first began when he was at Randpark High School.
Which is where his nickname of “Springdog” originates.
“It goes all the way back to high school. We were playing at
Springs Boys High and I managed to singlehandedly bugger up a
whole game, which knocked us out of a tournament. It’s a helluva
long drive on a bus from Springs back to Randburg and the team
called me ‘Springsdog’ all the way back and it stuck.
“But I was very influenced by Garth Neilson [a leading figure in
both education and coaching] and so I became a student coach to
earn some pocket money. I started to take it a bit more seriously
when I got to Varsity and was playing first team for RAU. And
then I was very involved for a very long time at UJ – from 1999 to
2019. The set-up there was so good and we had extremely strong
players, so my profile increased.
“I did enjoy playing but I liked coaching more and I can
remember the turning point came when I was double-booked – I
had league games as both a player and a coach at the same time,
and the decision was pretty simple. I haven’t picked up a hockey
stick in anger in a long time,” Ewing said.
Just a look at the prices of hockey sticks these days will give an
idea of the challenges facing South Africa’s largely amateur set-up
in taking on fully professional teams on the international stage.
Without much official backing from either SA Hockey or Sascoc,
they had to resort to crowdfunding to raise the R3.5 million
required to prepare and go to Tokyo.
But a wonderful new relationship forged with the awardwinning digital brand specialists Matchkit.co has proven very
fruitful and Ewing believes it points to the way forward for South
African hockey.
“Matchkit have been a really good partner. The money raised
is a drop in the ocean compared to what we need to remain
competitive going forward, but the short-term opportunities

I did enjoy playing but I liked
coaching more and I can
remember the turning point

have been very favourable and it’s very encouraging. I don’t
think we have put enough value in PR, and working with those
professionals has been really refreshing,” Ewing says.
The lack of proper marketing of the national hockey teams
bugs the keen cyclist and golfer because he worked in public
relations before he became a full-time coach.
And it is not the national team that pays his salary either. Like
many other hockey coaches, Ewing has had to go back to school
to earn a living.
“Since I was around 30 I’ve really tried to do fulltime coaching
as much as possible and I’m very privileged to work in a
wonderful sports department at St John’s College. That gives me
the flexibility to work at national level.
Before that I was fortunate to have two stints overseas. The
first was as a player/coach in the UK at Holcombe. I wasn’t really
ready then but I learnt from my mistakes. Then I took a post
for a year at the University of North Carolina, before spending
two years at North-Eastern University in Boston. They had very
strong operations environments, big budgets and extremely
hard-working athletes.”
The two things Ewing wishes South African hockey could have
in the near future are for the national teams to spend more time
together and for club hockey to become more professional.
“An element of centralisation would allow for more time
together as a national team. Even three months spread out
through the year would be a help, it would make such a difference
from a high-performance point of view.
“I would also love to see our club leagues become more
professional and serious. Our top clubs nationally should be a
bit more aware of the big world out there that their top players
will be facing. I love the social aspect of hockey, that’s a huge
part of the game, but performance is not taken seriously
enough.
“We don’t train enough, we get away with practice twice a
week and we don’t do any conditioning work. I don’t want to lose
the social side of hockey, but we also need to focus more on highperformance,” Ewing says.
Not that he believes his Proteas minnows are going to be
squashed like bugs in Tokyo.
“There was really intense competition for places in the squad
and I’m very optimistic that we have a good core of players.
There are definitely enough young guys who can go to the next
Olympics and probably the next one after that as well, plus a core
of experienced players who have been consistent. It’s a pretty
balanced squad.
“When I committed to high-performance coaching, I decided I
wanted to go to the Olympics, so it’s a personal milestone for me.
As a professional you always want to test yourself against the very
best, so the Olympics and the World Cup are that.
“So it’s a big thing for me but it’s not about me. I’m very
humbled to have the opportunity and I’m very aware of the
significance and how important it is for the players. So I feel a lot
of responsibility on my shoulders,” Ewing said.
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raaifontein seems to be
breeding some topflight
sports stars. Springbok
Rugby
World
Cup
and
recent
European
Champions Cup winner
with Toulouse, Cheslin Kolbe hails
from this Cape Town Northern Suburb.
South Africa National Hockey Men’s
senior vice-captain and recently selected
Olympic squad member, Keenan Horne
comes from the same streets as Kolbe,
and it is no coincidence that Horne
is also as multitalented as his fellow
Kraainfonteiner, much like Kolbe he
excelled at regional and provincial level in
more than one sports code.
Albeit that hockey is his sport of choice
that he decided to pursue a career in,
Horne had a healthy choice of sporting
codes which he could have make a name
for himself during his time at The Settlers
High School in Bellville. Cricket, tennis,
rugby, and hockey were on his list of codes
that he excelled in. He had a pick between
hockey and cricket as provincial colours in
both sporting codes beckoned.
Born in 1992, the Settlers old boy joined
an elite group of former Settler learners
alongside Western Province cricket
legend, Eric Simons, and former Stormers
and Saracens stalwart Neil de Kock. Both of
these gentlemen left an indelible mark on
both the teams that they represented and
the sporting code as a whole. It is evident
that Horne is well on his way to carve his
name out alongside these two sporting
stalwarts. Horne keeps good company in
terms of his alma mater, but it is his work
ethic and drive that has allowed him to
make massive in roads.
The South Africa hockey vice-captain
matriculated in 2010 and is currently busy
with his law articles after he graduated
cum laude with his master’s earlier this
year, despite the pressures of juggling a
full-time job and playing for his country
albeit in a semi-professional setup, Horne
has hit the right groove.
“Working and training to stay on top of
your game is a real challenge,” Horne said
on Hockey The Podcast, hosted by Rayder
Media. “I must add that the law company
where I am completing my articles
support and allow me to work on both
my careers, which is always a good thing
when you have to train most mornings
and evenings.”

Hockey in South Africa is still very
much seen as an amateur sport despite
most of the top players having professional
contracts overseas with some of the top
hockey clubs in Europe. Horne signed
with Old Georgians, a top hockey club in
England which features some of the top
Olympian hockey players that represented
Great Britain, Scotland, England, Wales,
and Ireland. Some of the great hockey
players Ashley Jackson plies his club trade
at Old Georgians, and had it not been for
the novel coronavirus, Horne would have
been playing with some of Great Britain’s
best hockey players.
“I signed with Old Georgians last year
and it was something that I looked forward
to for a long time, but with the national
lockdown happening around the time
when I was meant to start training with
the team, I could not leave. It still remains
a very good opportunity, one which I am
looking forward to enjoying once we can
travel again. I will be playing with some
of the best current hockey players who
are playing for Old Georgians, players like
three-time Olympian, Ashley Jackson.”
With the 2020 Tokyo Olympics being
postponed to this year, the preparations
for all Olympic sports have been hampered
not just in South Africa but globally, and
hockey is one of those sporting codes
that needed to become creative and think
outside the box.
Horne makes mention of how their
team dynamic changed and altered and
despite being a national team the setup
is pretty much semi-professional. He
compares the South Africa cricket and
hockey teams’ captain and vice-captain
roles within their respective squads. The
captain in the cricket team arrives at the
training ground and everything is set out,
like it should be in professional sport,
however in hockey in South Africa this
is far from the reality. The captains at
times are the ones who are still finding a
suitable field or even have to make sure
that the field where they are training is an
adequate facility.
“Being vice-captain for your national
side is a massive honour,” adds Horne.
“You find that you are relied on heavily in
the team environment, but in hockey the
role of the captain and vice-captain is not
just strategically in training and match
day you are roped in to help with the
operational side of the team arrangements

and logistics. You know when the cricket
team is training, Faf du Plessis pitches up
at the training ground, trains, strategises
and talks game plan, showers, and then he
leaves. On the same level in hockey, you
find that the captains are the ones that are
having to find a suitable AstroTurf, but it
is like throughout the ranks, so you have
been doing it so long that you start to think
it is normal.
Horne commented on the new normal
and how it has changed for him as an
individual and within the team setup.
“I am in a good space, taken on a few
things this year just to keep things fresh
on my side. This is the proverbially calm
before the storm. We are all training on
our own, over the last 12 months we have
become a very tight group as a squad. We
have been doing a lot of zoom calls. “
SASCOC recently announced the South
Africa Hockey side that will represent the
country at the Tokyo Olympic Games, and
while Horne is regular feature in the squad
over the past few seasons, he expressed his
elation on being included in the squad and
does not take the selection for granted.
“Wow, it hasn’t sunk in yet, and I don’t
think it will, well not just yet at least.
Tokyo Olympics. I have been working
towards this for such a long time since
the day I watched my first Olympic Games
- Beijing 2008 - I told myself I want to be
there one day, and I will be there!”
He regards his dad as his role
model, the younger of three brothers,
Horne laments the lack of facilities in
Kraaifontein area, growing up, as one of
his biggest challenges growing up.
“My father is definitely my role model.
My biggest challenge, in hindsight,
was probably access to facilities like
AstroTurf’s, which I did not have, outside
of school time. For my parents I could
imagine their biggest challenge was the
travelling and waiting while I did my
extra murals which was always a distance
from our home.”
Many players have a pre-match ritual
or superstition that allows them to get
into “the zone”, Horne is no different in
this regard. He shares the one thing he
always does before taking to the turf.
“Don’t know where it started but I
always put left sock first, then right sock,
then left boot, and finally my right boot.”

FEATURE

WELCOME
TO NAMIBIA
by Garreth Ewing
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A

wet and cold day at Randburg Astro marked
the return to competitive hockey of the South
African Men’s team. Welcoming Namibia back
to the country, after only a few days between
the indoor Africa Cup and the first outdoor
test matches in more than a year, the men were
grateful to be back in national colours.
The five test series, hosted by Northcliff High School,
was both an opportunity to expose some of the younger
members of the national squad, and to cement a few
Olympic combinations.
Namibia were in town to compete, and all the matches
demonstrated the progress the Namibian outdoor setup
has made over the past two years. A strong defensive setup,
coupled with good individual technical skill in the tackle,
meant that entering the opposition circle was a challenge for
the SA men playing in their black Simunye strip – a statement
against Gender-Based Violence.
Over the course of the five tests (and one practice match)
South Africa were able to knock off a significant amount of
rust while also making progress both tactically and technically.
Defence will be a key component of the strategy for the
Tokyo campaign, and the Tests gave the team a chance to work
on their play without the ball, although having significant
possession against the lower-ranked Namibians also meant lots
of time in the opposition half to build offensive confidence.
Every match was keenly contested, even though every result
went the local team’s way. While the score lines reflected South
African ascendancy, the value of actually being out on the turf
and spending time together cannot be overestimated. Young
players who showed their ability and leadership potential
suggest that the depth in the men’s squad is strong, while more
established players showed that they will continue to grow as
seniors into the Olympic phase.
The team was glad to be back on the field, and grateful to
Namibia for creating the opportunity to compete at the highest
level again. It’s great to have a close African neighbour so
committed to the growth of their game.

RESULTS

SOUTH AFRICA
VS NAMIBIA
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

TEST: 7 - 0
TEST: 2 - 1
TEST: 3 - 0
TEST: 6 - 0
TEST: 5 - 0
12 | HOCKEY THE MAGAZINE
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by Garreth Ewing

he financial challenges faced by the men’s team
are mirrored in the sports industry as a whole.
The industry is at a crossroads, and the impact of
Covid-19 on revenue streams has been tangible –
the bankruptcy of USA Rugby and the furlough at
English football clubs are tangible examples.
The need to raise funds for the team’s Olympic prep and Tokyo
cost shortfalls have meant that innovation is needed to help the
men’s team find the money it needs to cover costs and reduce the
burden on players. Fortunately innovation is not in short supply:
look at Kevin De Bruyne negotiating his new Man City contract
with data analysts rather than a traditional agent service.
Disruption is everywhere, although not always in a positive
manner, as the 'Weekend Special' ESL demonstrated. Fortunately
changes in legislation around the globe, and the technological
impact of things like blockchain-supported NFTs, mean that
athlete and sports organisation have access to increasingly creative
ways of raising funds.
The Cinderella sports, as they are unfortunately named, of
which hockey is one, need this new approach to commercialisation
to stay in the game financially. The men have recently teamed up
with Bryan Habana's team from MatchKit.co to innovate on the
commercial front, in a global, Olympic team first.
What is MatchKit.co ?
•
MatchKit.co - a platform to help athletes make money,
regardless the status of sporting events.
•
It’s a DIY website builder that enables athletes or their agents
to showcase their sporting pedigree and sponsors - live within
minutes.
•
It integrates into existing social media channels - including
TikTok - to show potential sponsors the scope and quality of
an athlete’s influence.
•
It provides athletes a hassle-free, plug and play e-commerce
store - where fans can purchase everything from bespoke
branded merchandise to personalised video and audio shoutouts.
•
It allows you to accept payments for foundations or charities.
This partnership has allowed the team to take control of its
commercial destiny, and MatchKit’s tech solution has helped the
men raise nearly R300 000 so far.
In the big scheme of things this will solve immediate short term
problems of real costs for preparation events for Tokyo, and some
of the expenses the team will incur in Japan. In the longer term
the conversations started by MatchKit’s aggressive social media
campaign will make sure stakeholders and the hockey community
continue to engage with the financial challenges facing national
teams in South Africa.

This engagement has included a crowdfund (matchkit.co/
springdog/donate) and various initiatives with schools and clubs,
including a civvies day, golf day and clinics. Every little bit helps
and all donations will go directly to the team. Every squad member
has their own MatchKit profile where they can showcase their
personal sponsors, engage with fans and followers, raise fund for
the crowdfund and make connections in the commercial space.
At a corporate level the exposure in social and mainstream media
has started conversations with other sports commercialisation
professionals, as well as creating momentum in the sponsorship
world, with new partners coming on board with both financial
contributions and support in kind.
With four major tournaments coming up in the space of a year
in 2022/2023 costs are set to increase in the near future. Engaging
with professionals in the sports commercialisation space, like
MatchKit and others, the SA Men’s team hope that they will be able
to raise their commercial profile to secure their future at the top
of the sport.
The reality is that until such times as major sponsorship support
is found, national teams won’t stop living from hand to mouth, and
sustained progress up the rankings through strong international
results will be curtailed.
Innovation and engagement with organisations like MatchKit,
role players in the hockey community, potential sponsors and
donors is essential if elite hockey is to thrive and not just survive.
Innovation and persistence will be key.

With thanks to Mike Sharman
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I

remember hearing stories
about
the
Hoofdklasse
competition from a very young
age. I’m not even sure I knew
which country it was played
in at that stage but from all
that I had heard, I knew that it was
something very special and the world’s
best players were competing in it.
As a large part of my dream as a
youngster was to become the best player
in the world it made sense to try my
luck in the best league in the world.
My reasoning was simple, if I wanted to
become the best I would need to train
and compete regularly against the best.
In 2009 I did just that and at the age
of 24 I moved to The Netherlands and
started playing for Hockey Club Den
Bosch. The club was world famous
but largely due to the fact that the
ladies team had won the Hoofdklasse
championships 11 times, yes 11 times
in a row! From 97’/98’ season up to 07’08’
they were not only dominating the Dutch
competition but many of the players who
were representing Den Bosch team were
also winning Olympic and World Cup
medals with the Dutch national team.
The men at Den Bosch had a slightly
less prolific record. Since having won
the league in the 00’/01’ season they
hadn’t made it into the top 4 (the playoffs) again.
By the time I arrived at the club in
2009 the men’s team primary focus was
survival. Get enough points to stay in the
Hoofdklasse and hope for better times in
the future. It was a difficult adjustment

to make having won the league twice
previously with Reading Hockey club
in England and once with Pinelands
Hockey club in Cape Town. Here I was in
The Netherlands just trying my absolute
best to try and keep the club in the top
flight competition.
The stories I had heard as a young
player were true. The standard of hockey,
the atmosphere at games, the facilities
we trained and played at were all simply
incredible. It felt like I was training with
a top interprovincial team and playing
against international teams every single
week! Each year seemed to be a battle
just to stay in the competition. Some
years we had as many as seven senior
international foreigners in our selection,
all brought in to help us achieve our goal
of remaining in the Hoofdklasse. In my
first six years at the club, we ended up
in the play-outs (the bottom 3 of the
competition) three times. The play-outs
are not something you look forward too.
It’s the culmination of a poor season that
provides one more chance to see if you
really are good enough to stay in the
Hoofdklasse or should be sent packing
to the league below. It’s devastating for
the club because a swift return to the
Hoofdklasse is exceptionally hard and
has results in long lasting effects for the
club as a whole.
I wouldn’t say I was used to pressure
environments but I had played in
some tight and important games
before with the South African national
team but that didn’t come close in
comparison to the feeling of taking a
shootout to keep your club (and you

I wouldn’t say I was
used to pressure
environments but I
had played in some
tight and important
games before

FEATURE
employer) in the competition. My job,
car, accommodation and friends were
all connected to the club. Trying to
stay in the moment and focussed on
what you can actually control and not
letting your mind wander off into
the ‘what if we don’t win’ zone is
mindbogglingly difficult.
In the 11’/12’ season we went into the
mid-season Christmas break bottom of
the table with a measly 2 points on the
board and 9 points away from the team
above us in 11th place. It looked certain
we would finish last in 12th place and be
directly relegated to the Overgansklasse
league below. Against all odds we turned
it around and bar the final game of the
season we won the rest of our games
were once again able to achieve our goal
of remaining in the Hoofdklasse.
It was only until around 2016 that
we really started to make our way up
the table. We made a long-term goal of
making the play-offs and not avoiding
play-outs. We focussed on development
and less so on results. We created a
simple playing style that worked and got
the most out of the players in our team.
There are really only two ways to make
it to the top of the Hoofdklase. Option
A, you find a few hundred thousand
extra euros and offer the highest paid
contracts or option b, create a team
and goal that players and staff buy into
and want to be part of. As a club we
have over 100 wonderful sponsors but
our team’s budget is simply not that of
some of our competitors so we had to
create something special (option b). In
the years gone by, especially pre 2016
we had a number of players come and
go. Many players are only interested in
playing for a club that ended in the top
four of the competition. This results in
players changing clubs as many times
as is necessary to get a chance to play in
the play-offs. Club loyalty isn’t seen as a
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priority to most players which I think it
a great shame.
Last year during the 19’20 season we
had finally made it. We were in second
place at the mid-season break. We were
playing some fantastic hockey, the
crowds (usually between 500 and 1000)
were growing and the whole club was
getting the sense this was going to be
our year. I’m sure you can guess what
happened next…Covid-19. Mid-March
the competition came to a grinding halt
and the season would not be resumed.
Devastating. It was my 11th season with
the club and having run out of time to
be voted the best player in the world I
was hanging on to my new dream of
making the play-offs and winning the
Hoofdklasse. During the summer break
two of our best players and internationals
left the club and it looked like we were
going to be doomed to finish outside the
top 4 once again.
Pre-season 20/21 we sat with a small
management and leadership group and
discussed at length what we thought our
goals should be for the season ahead.
After a lengthy debate we decided
that we no longer wanted to settle
for anything besides the playoffs
especially after the disappointment of
last year’s season.
After a somewhat discouraging start
we were four points off a top 4 spot
at the half way mark of the season
and hadn’t quite found the rhythm of
last season. The league had started
and stopped a few times and games
were being rescheduled due to covid
outbreaks more often than not. With
seven games to go it came down to
needing to win all seven including a win
against Bloemendaal who at that point
hadn’t dropped a point all season. To
everyone’s amazement we beat them and
then Rotterdam and Pinoke and slowly
but surely rose from 8th all the way

into a playoff position. What seemed to
unlikely three quarters way through the
season was now firmly in our control.
After playing with nothing to lose and
everything to gain we now controlled
our own destiny. We weren’t reliant on
anyone doing us a favour we just needed
to beat out last two opponents and we
were through! There were some nervous
moments in both of those games but we
remained calm despite going down a
goal to Tilburg in the second last game
and got the wins we needed. Seven in a
row and a place back in the play-offs for
the first time in 20 years!
We had little time to celebrate as
three days later we faced Bloemendaal
in the first semi-final game (best of
three). Perhaps it was the lack of play-off
experience, or that Bloemendaal were
more clinical when they needed to be
but after taking the 1-0 lead early on in
the game, we ended up going down 1-5.
The second game was just as competitive
but the result was the same. Sadly, we
were unable to force a third a deciding
game. It wasn’t the play-off fairy tale we
had dreamed of with covid restrictions
limiting the expected few thousand
spectators going wild in the stadium
to just a few reserves and media. What
it was though was the culmination of
a process where we took a group of
committed hard working players who
focussed on the process, stuck together
and didn’t jump ship when we looked
down and out. We had a simple effective
playing style that everyone understood
and were able to execute even under
some immense pressure. The journey
didn’t result in a gold medal fairy tale
ending but it certainly showed that
without the biggest budget you can
achieve something equally rewarding.
Let’s hope we can achieve something
similar with our national team at the
upcoming Olympic Games.
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STEVEN PAULO!
by Catarina dos Santos
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E

veryone has heard his name being chanted
and cheered from the sidelines. The fans love
him. His team loves him, and his energy is
contagious. Oh – it’s Steven Paulo.
The twenty-four-year-old Steven Paulo grew up
in the east of Johannesburg, South Africa, where
he attended St. Benedict’s College in Bedfordview. Steven has
always been athletically inclined and tried to play as many
sports as he could fit into his schedule which included soccer,
rowing; and whenever possible, cricket and tennis. Though
many questioned why he chose the sport of field hockey over
any of the others, Steven makes it a point to explain that his
U14 hockey coach, Mr. Jason Void, had a major impact on him
and greatly influenced his decision to take his hockey further.
“I had a really good coach in my U14 year at Bennies (St.
Benedict’s College). I think that was key to me taking my hockey
further than other my other sports.” says Steven. “Sometimes I
would question it too but at the end of the day, when you have
a coach that you look up to, it makes it a lot easier to go to a
training session and really give it your all.”
“When I went to Bennies, Mr. Void had a vested interest in
our growth as hockey players and as people and I think that
was the biggest difference.” Says Paulo.
Steven went on to study a BCom in Entrepreneurship at
the University of Pretoria (TUKS), which he completed after
he matriculated from St. Benedict’s College in 2015. Whilst
completing his studies at the University of Pretoria, Steven
played for the TUKs Men where he competed in various
competitions not only for the university’s club but for the
Northerns provincial set up in Pretoria and indoor hockey set
up as well.
However, to top off Steven’s long list of achievements so
far, his selection for the current South African National Men’s
Indoor Hockey Team, which competed in the African Cup of
Nations (AFCON) for a spot in next year’s 2022 Indoor Hockey
World Cup in Belgium, must be one of the most memorable
achievements of his career so far. Though there is still a final
selection to be made by SA Men’s Indoor Head Coach, Ryan
Hack, Steven certainly made a positive impact on the team
as they went on to win Gold at the AFCON Tournament when
they came out victorious against Namibia in the final. “There’s
a ridiculous amount of talent in this set up.” he says, “Making
the squad and playing for the Blitzstoks is definitely my biggest
achievement so far.” says Steven, clearly passionate about
representing his country. “The next biggest highlight is having
won the Varsity Cup with Tuks in 2018.” says Paulo.
In 2019, Steven made the trip to Oxted in England, where
he played for a good part of a season for Oxted Hockey Club.
“I learnt a ridiculous amount in a really short period of time.”
says Steven, “I did struggle to adjust there but I also didn’t have

that much time to adjust because I was only there for half a
season.”
Steven says many people supported him in England and
mentions that he also learnt a lot about coaching from his
coach at Oxted, Nick Giles. “He is an absolute legend and
made coaching so much simpler for me. He really likes his
mini games and seemed to adjust his mini games accordingly,”
said Steven. “I do that a lot now and it really seems to work
well.”
Once Steven returned from England, he began working
closely with the Tshwane Titans PSI Franchise. In addition to
this, Steven has partnered with Mathapelo Pitso, and created a
hockey company called Hockey Company Tshwane. “At Hockey
Company Tshwane, we are focusing mostly on junior hockey.
We are trying to organize as much junior hockey as we can
as well as developing our coaches.” says Steven. “Developing
our coaches is important because knowing the impact coaches
have had on me, we just want to make sure that the coaches
are also giving the kids the type of guidance they need.”
Much of Steven’s focus has been on Indoor Hockey, and
though he claims that the outdoor game is more social for him,
Steven’s training regime and commitment says otherwise. “I
have my heart and soul going all in for the indoor team and my
outdoor is a bit more social, but I would be lying to you if I said
I had no interest in representing South Africa in the outdoor
team as well.” says Steven with a chuckle. “When I was a kid,
representing south Africa in the outdoor game was something I
have always wanted to do. Steven has decided to join Phobians
Hockey Club (Pretoria High School Old Boys Hockey Club) this
season. Paulo shows great enthusiasm and anticipation for his
time at Phobians. “I absolutely love the culture and the highperformance plan that we have at Phobians, but culture is very
important to me and that stands out at Phobians.” says Steven.
“We have Niel Smith as a coach and he is bloody awesome, and
Dario Lourenco is a coach for the ladies side. Dario sometimes
takes me for sessions which is really amazing because he
also has his own ambitions but still sacrifices to coach other
people.” says Steven. “We are currently trying to gain access to
one of Tshwane’s Municipal Grounds as a community project
and create some sort of a gym there. We hope that as a result
we might also create one or two job opportunities.” he said.
Steven is excited and extremely focused on preparing for the
2022 Indoor Hockey World Cup that will be hosted in February
next year. “Coach Ryan Hack made it very clear that the team
that played in the AFCON is not necessarily the team that will
go to the World Cup. He said that it is not set in stone and so it
gives him room to make the changes he needs to make.” says
Steven, “I think that is a good thing. Personally, I keep that fact
in the back of my mind all the time because it makes me work
harder to earn my spot on the team. It makes sure that I never
get comfortable and always give it my all.”
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SPORT SPECIALIZATION
AND INJURY
I could write an entire blog about early sport specialization. I’ve never been a fan of sport
specialization at a young age. I played three sports (Cricket, Hockey & Rugby) all through high
school and truly believe it gave me so many advantages physically. Not only was I fresh and
excited to compete every time a new season rolled around, I also developed more complete
fitness and coordination than if I had specialized early.
In today’s competitive market, however, early specialization is becoming more and more
common. With specialization proper strength and conditioning becomes even more vital
to improve performance. It also becomes much more important in order to decrease the
likelihood of injury.
Sports are repetitive and overuse injuries are bound to happen – even in multi-sport
athletes, but especially in specialized athletes. Proper strength and conditioning allows an
athlete to strengthen supporting muscles, even out muscle imbalances, increase mobility,
correct posture, stabilize joints, learn new movement patterns, enhance coordination and
peripheral skills, and so much more.
Every sport has its own unique methods of training, but there are specific types of exercises
and training that will help prevent injury in any athlete. Here are 3 important concepts to
understand to help train smarter:

1.

2.

3.

ANTERIOR VS. POSTERIOR CHAIN EXERCISES
Anterior chain muscles include all the muscles on the front of the body –
such as pectoral and quad muscles. These muscles are often used in pushing
movements – such as the bench press or squat. Posterior chain muscles
are along the back of the body such as scapular, rotator cuff muscles, and
hamstrings. These are most often used in pulling movements – such as the
leg curl.
Understanding the difference between strengthening the anterior vs.
posterior muscle chains and the necessary balance between them is crucial
when strength-training an athlete. No matter which set of muscles is most
used, it is imperative to keep them balanced and not allow one to have excessive
development. Muscle imbalances are the fastest road to injury.
The majority of sports are Anterior Chain dominated. Taking tennis as an
example, every swing is a forward motion. Not one movement, other than
tracking down a lob, is a posterior movement. Anterior chain strength is
vital to the performance of a tennis player. However, if tennis players don’t
train the lesser-used posterior chain, they are putting themselves at risk for
numerous injuries.

UNILATERAL TRAINING VS BILATERAL TRAINING
Unilateral training – which is training one side at a time – is also an important
aspect of training. This does not mean training the entire right side of the
body and then the left. It means each limb or side of the body is doing the
same exercise separately. For example: using dumbbells instead of a barbell
for bench press.
Bilateral training uses both sides of the body to complete a lift, which
allows the dominant side to assist the weaker side.
There are times when bilateral work is important and necessary, however,
unilateral training is vital to develop balanced strength. It allows the right
side to lift just as much as the left and vice versa. Unilateral training is also
important for the added balance and stability needed within the joint.
There is a time and place for bilateral training, such as a greater need for
hypertrophy, but it also just masks the weaker side and allows it to carry less
of the load.

TRAIN MOVEMENT PATTERNS
Introducing different movement patterns and learning body awareness
is imperative for athletes, especially specialized athletes. Injury is likely
to occur when movement patterns don’t follow proper physiology. There
are many factors that lead to incorrect movement patterns, such as weak
stabilizer muscles, poor mobility, muscle imbalance, trying to lift too heavy
or attempting something too challenging, etc.
For example, if an athlete has knees that tend to wobble in when they
squat, this is a red flag for injury. If that same athlete – whose knees habitually
wobble or turn in while training – jumps up for a rebound in basketball and
lands in the faulty squat position, this is how several knee tears happen.
Learning body awareness, landing, starting, stopping, and proper overall
body movement is so important.

In Conclusion:
Sport specialization hopefully occurs once athletes are old enough to choose a sport they love
and have experienced other sports and movements. Although strength training is important
for every athlete to improve performance and stay healthy, it is absolutely imperative for
specialized athletes. Sport specialization without proper training is detrimental to the
athlete’s physical growth, safety, performance longevity, and athletic ability.
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o there I was, standing on
the main pitch of the 5 that
we have at THC Hurley. It
was around 16h30 on Sunday
23 May and the final whistle
had blown on the very
last game of the Hoofdklasse season.
Usually that would be the moment that
the ‘Landskampioen’ was crowned. But
that had happened a day earlier, and I
wasn’t playing for the championship. I
was playing a catch-up game, between
the teams ranked 11th and 9th on the
log. Our game had meant to have been
played almost a month earlier, but a
surge of COVID infections, first in the
opposition camp and then in ours,
meant that the game had been delayed
4 times in total. That final whistle
indicated the end of a disjointed, sad
and lonely hockey season with no
supporters, as well as the end of my
professional hockey career. 11 Seasons
in the Hoofdklasse, 1 season the the
Western Australia hockey league, 2 in
the Belgian Eredivisie, 5 seasons in
the Hockey India League, a couple of
Africa Cups, 3 Commonwealth games,
2 World Cups, and the London Olympic
Games. The term fizzled out doesn’t
have great connotations but due to the
global pandemic, that is exactly what
happened to my hockey career.
Retirement usually means to stop
working. I always envisaged retirement
as the moment in life when, after many
years of faithful service, you finally got
to step away from your 9-5 job and put
your feet up in a hammock on a white
sandy beach somewhere. With a mojito
in hand, of course. Only when nonprofessional athletes retire, what most
people consider a “normal-life” becomes
their permanent reality for the first time.
That is certainly not retirement, so let’s
maybe stop calling it that?
Athletes live a charmed life in many
ways. Hockey players somewhat less so,
but I would be lying if I said that my
career as a (semi-) professional athlete
wasn’t amazing. I traveled the world
playing at the highest level, competing
with the some of the best the game
has seen and made fantastic, life-long

friends along the way. Training was often
intense, and there were thousands of
moments when my mind was telling me
that it would be easier to stop, or feign
an injury. But I always felt that having
my mates around me going through the
same thing made it easier to push myself
that little bit harder.
My earliest hockey memory is of
running around the grass fields at
Pirates hockey club in Port Elizabeth,
collecting bottle caps, so that Dimples
(my dad) could give a team talk. He laid
two sticks down parallel to each other
to indicate the sidelines, and the bottle
caps were used to show the formation,
tactics and penalty corners that would
be used. It was my task to find 11 caps
of one beer brand, and 11 of another. It
was usually a mix of Lion, Hansa, Castle
and Black Label. As a kid in PE, I had
no intention of playing hockey. It wasn’t
until much later, and in a new city, that
hockey eventually became a calling.
My own hockey career started on one
of the many, many bumpy grass fields
at the Rietondale Hockey grounds in
Pretoria. A wooden Dita hockey stick that
Dimples had bought (he was sponsored
by Dita back in the day) was my weapon.
After a year or two, I guess I got the hang
of it. High School at Pretoria Boys’ gave
me a fantastic opportunity to hone my
skills, as they got their own artificial
pitch at Hill field. Under the guidance
Mornay van Zyl, and Craig Fulton at
TUKS (where I played club hockey in the
evenings and on weekends) I began to
make some strides in my career.
In 2006, I made my full international
debut,
being
selected
for
the
Commonwealth Games in Melbourne
by Paul Revington. My first cap was
against Trinidad and Tobago, starting at
left-back. My parents had made the trip
over, as had my grandfather - his first
time leaving South Africa in his life. I
spotted them in the stands during the
warm up, on the halfway line about a
third of the way up. Towards the middle
of the first half, I made a foray up the
pitch and received a pass on the run, cut
inside past a couple of defenders (with a
bit of luck) and found myself just inside
the left side of circle. Without thinking,
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I swung as hard as I could and looked up
just in time to see my shot flying into the
top right corner of the goal. I took off,
sprinting as hard as I could, past all my
teammates, to find my family up in the
stands and celebrate with them. That is
still one of my best memories.
The World Cup in Monchengladbach,
Germany, later that year would also be
my last major tournament for a while, as
I fell out of favour with the new national
team coach. Eager to improve, and
needing a change of scenery, I packed
my bags and moved to Potchefstroom,
where Revs had decided to base himself.
I lived with Revs and Sandy when I first
arrived. It was another vitally important
stage of my life, and I am forever grateful
to Revs and Sandy for what they did for
me while I was there.
Another leap of faith in 2008 meant
quitting my studies at North West
University to take up a contract playing
in Belgium at ARA Gantoise. My first
experience playing in Europe was made
easier with my good mates Tommy
Hammond and Wade Paton joining me
in Gent. We learned a lot in that year,
and despite Wade and I putting on a
solid 10kg’s each during the winter
break (thank you wafels & frietjes), the
bug had bitten and I knew that I wanted
to make a go of playing in Europe longterm. A brief hiatus to play in Perth,
this time with Lloyd Norris-Jones and
Rhett Halkett, presented me with the
opportunity to learn why Australia were
the best in the world at that point. We
trained like animals, every day of the
week. I don’t think I have ever been
fitter. Making the move from Australia to
Amsterdam was a dream come true. I’d
made it to the Hoofdklasse - the mecca
of club hockey. I was playing alongside
Lloyd Madsen, and under Giles Bonnet.
The level of the Hoofdklasse was
incredible. International level hockey
every weekend, highly structured
training sessions lead by multiple
trainers, and living in Amsterdam made
it even more special. Two good seasons
built my confidence and improved my
playing level enough to get me selected
for the 2012 Olympic Games in London.
It’s hard to overlook the coincidence
of the games being the XXX Olympiad,
with XXX appearing on the flag of the
city I now call home, and the club that I
represented for the longest period of my
career - AH&BC Amsterdam.
It’s often said that the Olympic Games
is the pinnacle of an athlete’s career and
it was no exception in my case. Playing
in front of capacity crowds in the world’s
biggest sporting showcase was by far the
stand out memory. I also vividly recall
sharing a balcony with the Spanish
football team that included the likes
of David de Gea, Juan Mata and Ander
Herrera. I could write pages about the
Olympics and my experience, but suffice
it to say that I am very grateful that I had
the opportunity to experience it.
I played two more seasons with Pinoké
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before making a big leap. I signed with
AH&BC Amsterdam just before joining
South Africa for the 2014 World Cup in
the Hague. I didn’t know it at the time,
but that would be my last tournament
for my country. My last game was against
Malaysia. It ended in a 6-2 win, in which
I scored a hattrick. I hoped to be able to
play the 2016 Olympics, or the 2018 World
Cup, but circumstances meant that the
Olympics were no longer on the cards,
and the World Cup took place at the same
time as the birth of my first child. That
was something I was certainly not going
to miss. Playing for South Africa was a
huge honour, and something I wanted
to achieve from the moment I decided
to take hockey seriously. I was fortunate
enough to play 97 times for my country.
I was also lucky enough to play in
the Hockey India League for 5 seasons,
becoming Champion twice with the
Ranchi Rhinos in the inaugural season,
and then with the Ranchi Rays two
years later.
Between 2014 and 2020, I worked
full time and played for Amsterdam. In
that period, I had some of the highest
highs, and lowest lows playing hockey.
I wanted more than anything to become
Hoofdklasse champion with Amsterdam.
Twice, I lost out in the final. In 2015/16
and again in 2017/2018. In 2015/16 there
was the added blow of losing the final
of the EHL, a week after losing the
league final. Despite those heartbreaks,
I had some incredible moments and I
look back on that period with a great
deal of pride.
There are 3 Clubs in the Amsterdamse
Bos, and this past season I completed
the trifecta by playing for THC Hurley.
Despite pandemic protocol dictating
that we could have no spectators for the
most part of the season, I had so much
fun playing this year and that was the
most important thing to me. I knew that
it would be my last season, and I wanted
to make the most of that. For the first
time in a long time, I wasn’t focussed
on results, or performance or any other
element other than just enjoying myself.
While it would have been nice to have
ended my career with my family and
friends around the field, I can safely say
that I walked off the field for the last
time content, a lifetime full of memories,
experiences, and friends richer.
There are easily hundreds of people I
need to thank for their contributions to
my career, but I’ll save those for another
time and another place. I do however
want to mention my parents, Dimples
and Di, for their their unwavering
support over the years. My sister Natalie,
for the inspiration she provided. My wife
Ash, for moving her life to Amsterdam
on a whim, building a home with me
here, and for your constant guidance.
My kids, Ben & Gracie - I am so glad that
you got to see me play at least once. You
guys are my world and I am so excited to
spend all my extra time with you guys.

ADVERTORIAL

SUMMER HOCKEY CAMP
AT MICHAELHOUSE
(INDOOR & OUTDOOR HOCKEY, BASED AT ONE VENUE)
Arrive Friday afternoon 10th December & Depart Monday mid-morning 13th December 2021.
Boys and Girls, ages Under 10 – Under 18.
The venue for these three days of hockey is Michaelhouse, set in the beautiful Midlands of KwaZulu-Natal.
Your daughter and or son will be able to
play indoor hockey games AND 11-a-side
outdoor hockey games.
Indoor hockey will be played in
the Michaelhouse Indoor Centre,
on a full-sized indoor hockey court.
Games will be played in the evenings too.
Note: No travelling is involved throughout
the 3-day Festival.
Indoor hockey coaching will be
conducted by the following national
hockey players/coaches:
•
former South African Men’s Indoor
hockey captain, Matt Fairweather,
•
current South African Ladies
Indoor & SA Outdoor hockey player,
Celia Seerane,
•
current South African Ladies
Indoor & SA Outdoor hockey player,
Kelly Reed.
•
current SA Men’s Outdoor and Indoor
hockey captain, Jethro Eustace.

Outdoor hockey coaching will be
conducted by the following national
hockey players/coaches:
•
Erin Christie, our current South
African Ladies hockey captain.
•
Current SA Men’s Outdoor and Indoor
hockey captain, Jethro Eustace.
•
Nicole Erasmus, current South
African Ladies hockey player.
•
South African Ladies hockey players,
Sylvia van Jaarsveldt and Cornelle
Holtzhausen.
•
Natalie Esteves, former SA U21
Ladies Captain.
•
As well as top hockey coaches JJ
Reed, Trevor Madsen, Jayne Madsen,
and Matt Madsen.
Outdoor hockey games will be played
on the two water-based astroturf at
Michaelhouse, both are within 200 m from
the boarding Houses. Games will also be
played into the evening under floodlights
on both astroturf.
COST = R 1 450 (Early-bird payment for
June & July)
ü
ü

TO MAKE BOOKINGS AND SECURE PLACES…
kindly send your proof of payment for your daughters / sons, to the Festival
Organiser, Keith Fairweather, on keithandlindi@gmail.com
BANK DETAILS:
K. Fairweather
Nedbank
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Account number: 1340355183
Branch code: 198 765
Reference: Name + Surname

ü
ü
ü

3 nights’ excellent accommodation at
Michaelhouse.
Girls & Boys will be accommodated
separately, according to their agegroups,
in the Michaelhouse
boarding Houses, with experienced
adult supervision looking after your
children on & off the field.
All 8 meals are sit-down, quality
meals served in the Michaelhouse
Dining Hall.
Qualified medics from St Michael’s
Ambulance Services on duty every
day/evening.
The camp is games/match orientated,
with coaching by top national players/
coaches.

YOUR ULTIMATE
TRAVEL SOLUTION

COST EFFECTIVE TOURS THAT FIT YOUR BUDGET
AND GIVE YOU MORE VALUE FOR MONEY
Tailor-made tour packages

Domestic and international tours

Sports Exchange programmes

Cultural tours

We welcome schools, clubs and organisations

travel@adsport.co.za | 031 563 6352 | www.adsport.co.za Follow us
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SA HOCKEY
SQUADS
ANNOUNCED

T

he South African Sports
Confederation and Olympic
Committee (SASCOC) today
announced the SA Men’s
and
Women’s
Hockey
Teams that will feature in
the Tokyo Olympic Games in July and
August this year.
Speaking to Hockey the Podcast,
SA Hockey CEO Marissa Langeni paid
tribute to the teams who have worked
tirelessly through the covid pandemic to
this point.
“There has been so much anxiety
around the games, what it will look like,
travel and so much more. We have got here
though and it’s all systems go at last! As
South African Hockey we commend the
selectors of the squads, the management
and the players for the incredible work
done in this process. Congratulations to
the players selected, we look forward to
you supporting at the games.”
The SA Women’s Hockey team features
Lisa-Marie Deetlefs who will be going to
her third Olympic Games. She is the only
existing Olympian in the squad which
features three uncapped players and four
centurions including Quanita Bobbs,
Lilian du Plessis and Celia Seerane. The
team features a total of 977 caps, with
an average of 61 caps per player. They
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will be captained by Erin Christie and
supported by Phumelela Mbande.
Women’s Head Coach Robin van
Ginkel was pleased with his squad:
“The year that we have had extra as a
result of the postponement, has been a
massive positive for us in growth. Our
energy has been revived and I truly believe
we are in a better position than we would
have been a year ago. We are ready to take
on the Olympic Games and so excited to be
able to share our squad today.
We went through a rigorous selection
process and came across the team that is
what we believe is the right combination
to make South Africa proud.”
The SA Women are in Group A of the
tournament and start their campaign on
the 24 July against Ireland. Their second
game will take place two days later
against Great Britain with Netherlands
awaiting 48 hours after that. Its then a
quick turnaround between match four
against Germany on 30 July and match
five against India just 24 hours later.
The SA Hockey Men’s squad announced
features five Olympians. Rassie Pieterse,
Tim Drummond, Taine Paton and Clinton
Panther will add a second games to their
cv’s having appeared in London in 2012,
while Austin Smith also appeared in
Beijing in 2008.

SA HOCKEY
SQUAD
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18-year-old Mustapha Cassiem and
21-year-old Sam Mvimbi will be playing
in their first major tournament while
every other player has featured in one
major. The team has a combined 1 179
caps with the average of 74 per player.
Tim Drummond will continue to lead
the team as captain.
SA Men’s Head Coach Garreth Ewing
could not wait to get to Tokyo.
“It’s definitely been an interesting
12 months. I think we have taken the
positive in growing in maturity and
culture over the past year. It is a great
opportunity to make an improvement in
the world rankings, but that is something
we want to do over a sustainable period.
I am very pleased with the squad
we have put together. It was a difficult
process, but I am certain we have the
team that can go to games and meet our
objectives.”
The SA Hockey Men are in Group B.
They will open their adventure against
Great Britain on the 24 July and then take
on Netherlands just 24 hours later in a
quick start to their tournament. They
next face world number 1 Belgium on
the 27th before Germany await on the
29th. The South Africans close off their
group stage with a match against Canada
on the 30 July.
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Womens
EuroHockey
Championship
2021

Mens
EuroHockey
Championship
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Final Placings

Final Placings

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Netherlands
Germany
Belgium
Spain
England
Ireland
Scotland
Italy

Player of the
Tournament
Eva de Goede
(Netherlands)

Netherlands
Germany
Belgium
England
Spain
France
Wales
Russia

Player of the
Tournament
Pau Quemada (Spain)
Goalkeeper of the
Tournament
Pirmin Blaak
(Netherlands)

Goalkeeper of the
Tournament
Elena Sotgiu
(Belgium)

U21 Talent
Antonin Igau (France)

U21 Talent
Ambre Ballenghien
(Belgium)

Top Goalscorers
Tom Boon (Belgium)
Sam Ward (England)

Top Goalscorers
Frederique Matla
(Netherlands)

INDOOR AFRICA CUP 2021
BOT 0-26 RSA
NAM 30-0 BOT
NAM 1-2 RSA
RSA 18-0 BOT
BOT 0-20 NAM
RSA 4-0 NAM
FINAL
NAM 2-0 RSA

NAM 27-0 BOT
RSA 36-0 BOT
RSA 6-3 NAM
BOT 0-37 NAM
RSA 30-0 BOT
RSA 9-3 NAM
FINAL
NAM 1-4 RSA
INDOOR AFRICA CUP 2021
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FOR THE LOVE
(AND GROWTH)

OF THE GAME
HtM’s James King caught up with SAHA Coaching
Education sub-committee chairperson Robyn Morgan on
the progress made with the SAHA Academy

I

t will be a happy 1st Birthday
for the SAHA Academy on June
16th 2021, and what a first year
it has been! “So how will the
Academy celebrate?”, you might
ask. By running a coaching
course, of course…
“Better skilled and more professional”
Coaching is only one of the areas in
which the SAHA Academy supports the
growth of hockey in South Africa. The
SAHA Academy is fully aligned with
the strategic intent of the FIH Hockey
Academy’s Education portfolio. Point 3
of the FIH global strategy is to produce
“Better skilled and more professional
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hockey people”. The immediate
impression is that skilled and
professional describe Robyn perfectly.
Apart
from
playing
hockey
since her school days, Robyn has a
distinguished record in management
at club, provincial and national level.
Speaking from the Western Province
hockey offices in Observatory, Cape
Town, where she has been the General
Manager for the past 10 years, she
explained the establishment of the
SAHA Academy last year.
Covid-19 forced the issue
The move from face-to-face courses to
a tailored online offering for hockey

education had been on the wish-list
at the SAHA. When Covid-19 hit last
year, Robyn explains that “our hand
was forced”, and the online Academy
was conceived. Coaching, umpiring,
technical officiating, the modified
hockey programme and specialised
topics like Indoor Hockey coaching are
all in the creative space of the SAHA
Academy.
This space has been a labour of love
and dedication for both Robyn and
hockey stalwart Gary Dolley for well
over the year that the Academy has been
online. Gary’s expertise in curriculum
and pathways development is crucial
for the SAHA Academy offering. The

outputs one sees on the courses on
the website https://academy.sahockey.
co.za/ are fully endorsed by the
FIH Hockey Academy. This is due
in no small part to the international
network that both Robyn and Gary
have been able to call on (virtually)
in the development of the curriculum
and pathways.

FIH Academy aligned
Physical courses have always been
conducted at provincial hubs. Taking
this to an online offer in less than 3
months is a mammoth task. In this
process there have been numerous key
changes. One of these is the alignment
with the FIH Academy delivery
methodology of creating a participantcentred environment. Another is the
complete refreshing of the curriculum
and pathways. Finally, managing this
change across the hockey fraternity is
no mean feat. How has it worked?
The results have been very pleasing.
Coaching courses at level 0, 1 and 2
are offered online, as well as the level
0 umpiring course. Just short of 1,500
delegates have completed courses
through the SAHA Academy in its
first 11 months. General feedback
from delegates has been exceptionally
positive. Expansion of the online
offering is underway, with a number of
other courses almost complete, Robyn
explained. (Ed: The level 0 Goalkeeper

coaching course is now online)
Accessibility to all
One of the key successes is that a
delegate doesn’t now have to travel to a
provincial centre to complete a level 0
course. Robyn is quite animated when
she tells HtM that accessibility to the
courses fits in ideally with the vision of
the SAHA. Taking the game to people
throughout the country is central to
hockey’s growth: “We (SAHA) wanted the
academy to be able to make education
available to everybody. Every corner
of the country. SA is geographically
huge. The people as far as Pofadder
now can do a level 0 coaching course
and can confidently go out there over
the weekend and coach their kiddies.
In the past that person would have to
make their way to the closest big centre.
They ended up being deterred, and just
not doing it. The (SAHA) strategy from
the beginning was access for everyone”.
The availability of a connection to
the internet in the far-flung areas of
the country can be a challenge, Robyn
admits. All is not lost though. The SAHA
Academy has a network of community
contacts throughout the country to
enable people to complete the courses.
Modified Hockey makes its mark
Access for more of the youngest people
of the nation is being made possible
through the new “Modified Hockey”
programme. It’s a big move forward
from what may have been known as
mini-hockey. Gary Dolley is the SAHA’s
man on the ground for this programme.
There are now activations in over 500
schools across the country. The SAHA
Academy and SASHOC are very excited
about the potential for this programme
to bring more young players to the
game. (Ed: Keep an eye out for a
complete article on this programme in
future issues of HtM)
Are there specific age groups that
have taken the online courses offered
to date? “Not necessarily” is the answer
from the SA Women’s indoor hockey
team manager. HtM learns that there
has been a good spread of age groups.

There has been interest from hockey
novices as well as experienced coaches
looking for a refresher course. Whoever
is interested, there is no doubt that this
is a big step forward for the SAHA and
its vision to grow the game.
Growth spurt
The SAHA Academy is central to this
vision. Robyn explains it with the
passion that only a life-long hockey
disciple can: “The majority of our
hockey community plays hockey for
fun and enjoyment and socially, and
because of that there is a place in the
hockey community for everyone, from
the elite PL player to the D-side player
and the coach that coaches the D-side
player, and the umpire that umpires
in that league. Everyone is always like:
“Ooh the Elite”, (but) it’s such a small
percentage. That’s not where our
growth strategy is for SA Hockey, our
growth strategy is in the fundamentals
of hockey and entry level, and that’s
why our whole drive is as many zero
level coaches as possible, because
entry level coaches build the entry
level player”.
Elite players have to start somewhere!
The message and the mission of the
fledgling SAHA Academy are clear. It
is a platform for the future growth of
the sport. The online offering allows
everyone with an interest in hockey to
be part of the burgeoning community
of players, coaches, umpires, technical
officials and administrators.
The love of the game
You may never have played the game,
or perhaps it is a long time since you
scrubbed your last set of shin-pads.
The SAHA Academy contributes
hugely to the opportunity to give to,
and receive from, the sport you love.
As Robyn so succinctly puts it: “You
can still love the game but be involved
in a different way”.
That different way could be a life-long
relationship or even a fleeting romance.
Either way, the SAHA Academy is there
to guide you through every step of your
hockey adventure.
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I

ndoor Hockey as a national event
was still in its earlier stages when
the world embarked on onehorse town Leipzig in Germany
for the 2015 Indoor Hockey World
Cup. The Germans were hosting a
tournament that only they had lifted the
trophy in the prior three events. They were
the strong favourites with three times silver
medallists Poland, while Austria and Russia
were strongly considered to compete. To top
it off the Germans had won the European
Indoor Hockey Championship in 2014 over
the Austrians, while Russia and Poland had
battled out the third-place challenge.
Netherlands headed to Leipzig as
the 5th ranked nation in the world and
would have realistically hoped for a good
tournament and maybe a semi-final spot,
which would be their best World Cup
performance after 5th place finishes in
the next two. They assembled a team with
a core of the Amsterdam quartet of Nicki
Leijs, Teun Rohof, Laurens Goedegebuure
and inspirational skipper Robert Tigges.
They were optimistic without being truly
hopeful of dethroning the Germans.
A fairly easy start to the tournament
with victories over South Africa and
Canada had secured their passage to the
Quarter Finals, that was made sweeter with
a draw against Poland securing second spot
in the pool and the “easier” quarter final
against Sweden.
Although they were given a late scare
in the quarter final Tigges and his men
were always in control thanks to the goals

of Robert van der Peppel, Bjorn Kellerman
and Caspar van Dijk. When Tigges himself
made it 5-1 the Dutch knew they would be
returning from Leipzig with their best ever
Indoor hockey World Cup result. Of course,
they also knew they would face the allconquering and inspired Germans who had
scored 54 goals in their 6 games so far.
With the odds stacked firmly against
them, the Dutch produced arguably the
finest opening ten minutes of an indoor
hockey test math the world has ever seen.
With almost German like precision the
Dutch led 3-0 thanks to Tigges, van Dijk
and Kellerman. When Germany finally
registered their first goal, the Dutch
immediately replied through Kellerman
and led 4-1 at half time. The Germans
would still have fancied their chances with
the arsenal of Hauke, Korn, Otte, Furste &
Stralkowski at their disposal.
What the Germans would not have
considered was the inspired form that
Laurens Goedegebuure found himself
in. While he at times dismayed the 5 500
strong partisan crowd, the Dutch shot
stopper was still beaten including a lastminute strike by Otte to take it seal a draw
and take them to the shootout. Such was
Goedegebuure’ s form that he was the hero
in the shootout, producing magnificent
saves from Moritz Fürste and Fabian
Pehlke to give the Dutch an historic
victory at Germany’s home of indoor
hockey. “It is unbelievable that we won”,
said Dutch shot-stopper Goedegebuure
after the game. “When we look back at this

next week we will just say ‘wow’”.
Wow was appropriate. The Dutch
were in the final. But they were still to
face the much-fancied Austria, who had
defeated tournament surprises Iran in
the other semi-final.
The Dutchmen opened up a two-goal
lead inside ten minutes thanks to penalty
corner efforts from Bjorn Kellerman and
Robert Tigges, before Dominic Uher pulled
a goal back for the Austrians on the stroke
of half time. Robbert van de Peppel restored
a two-goal advantage for the Netherlands
three minutes after the break, with Austria’s
Sebastian Eitenberger scoring four minutes
from time to set up a tense finale.
Austria won two late penalty corners,
but both were brilliantly charge down by
brilliant Goedegebuure. The final saves
sparked wild celebrations from the Dutch
players, knowing that they had won their
first indoor world title at the expense of
their devastated Austrian opponents.
Netherlands captain Robert Tigges
was overjoyed with the victory, singling
out Goedegebuure for special praise.
“Our goalie was amazing throughout the
tournament. I still cannot believe that we
have won it, I feel like I am living a dream.
To win a tournament like this you need to
have all of the luck on your side, and that is
what we had.”
Whether it was luck or sensational
form, Netherlands was not only the
World Champions. They undoubtedly
became the greatest underdogs in Indoor
Hockey history.
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‘Heroes Come and
Go but Legends are
Forever.’ - Kobe Bryant
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THE FATHER OF
SOUTH AFRICAN HOCKEY:

ALLISTAR
FREDERICKS
by Catarina dos Santos

T

he South African Hockey
community has come to a
grinding halt as they learn
the news of the sudden and
tragic passing of Allistar
Fredericks – a father, a
husband, a coach and a passionate
hockey lover. No single thing could have
prepared the hockey community for this
monumental wave of grief that is felt by
the whole country collectively.
Allistar Grant Fredericks was born on
the 2nd of September 1971 and grew up
in Colville Extension, Kimberley in the
Northern Cape Province of South Africa.
He was a hockey giant and had an immense
impact on the lives of so many people in
the hockey community. His career began
in Kimberley with the William Pescod
Hockey Club, which is where he played and
was trained. Ally, as he was affectionately
known, then went on to represent South
Africa as the first non-white hockey
player at the Atlanta Olympics in 1996.
He also represented his country at the
1994 World Cup in Sydney and the 1998
Commonwealth Games in Malaysia. He
was fondly remembered for his pure talent
and skill as well as his witty personality and
his willingness to help.
“In the Buffalo Clubhouse [in Kimberley],
the Chairman of Selectors read through the
names for the Sydney World Cup, leaving
the strikers’ names until last to collect their
colours,” says Gavin Featherstone, former
Head Coach of the South African National
Men’s Team. “When [the selector] read his
name, the place went berserk, it just rocked.
South African Hockey history had been
made.” says Featherstone, describing the
moment Fredericks’ name was announced
as a part of the team that would travel to
Sydney, Australia, to play at the World Cup.
“It didn’t dawn on me until ten minutes
later, when I passed the new Bok making
a public telephone call to his mum.” says
Gavin, as he shares this special insight on
the moment South African hockey changed

forever. “He was in tears. As I entered the
men’s room, I admit, I shed many on his
behalf too. He had, on merit, changed the
face of South African Hockey forever,” the
proud Gavin Featherstone says. He also
mentions just how proud he is to be Ally’s
World Cup and Olympic Coach.
Ally went on to coach and became
the High-Performance Manager and the
Convenor of Selectors for South Africa.
He was a brilliant administrator and
also ran Beaulieu Hockey Academy at
Beaulieu College in Midrand. In addition
to this, Allistar had a passion for hockey
development and believed in the creation
of opportunities for all to succeed. As a
result of this, Allistar started the Allistar
Fredericks Hockey Development Trust
Fund that has supported many talented
young hockey players with the opportunity
to receive world class education and
spectacular high-performance hockey
training at Beaulieu College. Ally was also
a huge advocate for indoor hockey and was
an impactful leader and instructor. He was
an indoor hockey franchise owner and has
ignited the love of indoor hockey in the
hearts of hundreds of players over the years
through the Gauteng Gryphons.
“I’m still in utter disbelief hearing that
we lost a good friend in Allistar Fredericks!
I can think back to all the hockey memories
we shared and chats we had next to the
astro.” says AJ Spieringshoek, the Assistant
Coach of the South African National
Indoor Women’s Team. “Whenever I was in
[Johannesburg], I would pop into Beaulieu
and catch up with him. We would sit on the
stands and talk about all things hockey and
there was always a funny story or memory
he would share. He also mentored a lot of
people, including myself, and I learnt a lot
about the game from him. He is a huge loss
to the game. He is a huge loss to the hockey
community! My thoughts and prayers go
out to his family and friends through this
difficult period.” says AJ.
Hundreds of messages of love and

support have flooded in from all over
the world, showing the great impact Ally
has had on the game. “Most of us, quite
possibly all of us, have experienced heart
break, grief or defeat that has stopped
us in our tracks.” says Josie Millela, the
Head of Events for the South African
Hockey Association, “Devastation is an
understatement.” she says.
Allistar is survived by his wife, Nicky,
and his children, Keegan, Taylor-Leigh and
Tristan. A gaping hole has been left in the
hearts of so many as Allistar was not just
a coach, but a friend and father figure as
well. Ally was the Beaulieu Academy Men’s
Premier League Team Head Coach and the
Beaulieu College Director of Hockey as well
as the Boy’s First Team Coach.
Fiso Mazibuko, Super Sport Presentor
and Beaulieu Men’s Premier League Team
Player, expressed his grief at the news of
Ally’s sudden passing. “Allistar Fredricks
was a human being I can’t even begin to
describe. He was someone who you could
have fun with but at the same time doubled
up as a father figure,” says Mazibuko, “You
can ask anyone in the hockey community
about Ally and they will tell you about his
generosity and willingness to help anyone
he could.”
He was highly respected by coaching
colleagues and players alike. “I played
hockey at, what was then Wits Tech, for
a number of years. I look back on it as a
really enjoyable part of my playing career,
even as it gradually came to an end as I
transitioned into more serious coaching,”
says current South African Men’s National
Team Coach, Garreth Ewing. “Ally was an
unbelievably skillful player who just saw
the game differently. He had an impact on
so many people’s lives, but the influence
he had in developing and exposing young
players should be his lasting legacy. He was
a man that touched, in some way, the whole
hockey community, and we will all miss
him.” says Ewing.
Allistar was particularly passionate
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about the role he played in supporting
young men and women reach their full
potential, both on and off the field, with
many of the young people he mentored
achieving national team selections
and completing secondary and tertiary
education. He deeply cared for every player
he came into contact with and wanted
every single one of them to become the
best they could be. This often meant that
his and his wife’s home was open and full
of his extended hockey family. For Fawaaz
Kahder, the Beaulieu College Boy’s First
team captain, the pain is rife. Fawaaz
is one of the many young people who
benefitted from the Allistar Fredericks
Hockey Development Trust Fund. “Allistar
Fredericks was an exceptional man,” says
Kahder, “He was a giver. He was always
willing to help out where he could. He was
the man who put others before himself.”
says Fawaaz. “Ally had a vision and he was
so close to seeing the change he had always
dreamed of,” Kahder says, “but his goal
will be achieved. Personally, Ally was my
backbone. He gave me an opportunity and
groomed me to be who I am today. I am and
will forever be grateful to him.”
The testimony from all who knew him
during all the different periods and phases
of his life is proof that he made a significant
change in this world. He was trusted and
loved and he was a man of his word. “I am
from Kimberley and have known Ally for
many years,” says Debbie Kock. Debbie, the
mother of SA Indoor Player and Beaulieu
College Graduate, Tamlyn Kock, was one
of many parents who trusted Ally and the
Beaulieu College family with her kids.
“Ally offered my eldest daughter, Tamlyn,
a hockey scholarship to Beaulieu College,”
says Debbie, “I asked him if he was crazy
to think that I would send my daughter
away so young,” she says. “One year later,
we accepted the scholarship and Tamlyn
was off to Beaulieu. She flourished from
day one. Two years later, Ally offered my
youngest daughter, Tamika a scholarship as
well and this time we did not even give it a
second thought,” Debbie says, “Ally, his wife
Nicky and the Beaulieu family welcomed
our girls with open arms and gave them
a second home. He offered our girls the
opportunity of a lifetime and they have
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grown in so many ways. The girls loved him
from day one.”
Debbie expresses just how tough it is to
say goodbye to a man like Allistar, whom
she and so may other parents trusted and
admired. She also mentioned that if she
ever had any sort of problem, Ally would
always assure her that he would sort it out –
and did. “Our daughters and we, as parents,
will be eternally grateful for everything he
has done for them. I am so glad that we got
to be a part of this family and have had the
opportunity to say ‘thank you’ to him. We
will miss him terribly.” she says.
He represented hope and passion for
this sport and for South Africa. South
African National players, Rassie Pieterse,
Jethro Eustice and Richard Pautz, feel the
same way. “I think it’s an extremely sad
day not just for South African hockey but
for South Africa as a whole.” says Rassie
Pieterse, the South African Men’s Team
goalkeeper. “Allistar Fredericks was the
bridge back in the day. He was the ‘Chester
Williams’ of South African hockey, and I
don’t think people understand the role he
played in so many lives even for myself
as a senior player.” Rassie also mentions
how Ally was a dynamic man, always had
a smile on his face and was always ready
for a joke.
“Ally was incredible for my hockey
career. His support and understanding of
my passion and the value that I want to add
to hockey meant that we were always on the
same page when it came to conversations
about the game of hockey.” says Eustice.
“He also gave me a lot of confidence and
backed my ability. He wanted more from
me and that helped me progress into the
national squads.” Jethro says. “I will miss
our conversations and his thoughts on how
hockey is going.”
“Ally was an honourable and bold man
who had a really positive impact in South
African hockey.” says Pautz, “Not only
did he mentor players on the field but
played a huge role in mentoring people
off the field.” he says. “His boldness
was one of his greatest attributes which
made him successful in all he pursued in
life.” Pautz said.
Allistar recently featured on Hockey
The Podcast with Hockey The Magazine

Editor, Tyron Barnard. Like the rest of
the community, Tyron was incredibly
heartbroken at the news of Ally’s passing.
“Ally Fredericks is a man whose life was
dedicated to family. For Ally, family was
much wider than the Fredericks family.
It was Beaulieu; it was Gryphons, it
was Hockey Junction, it was indoor, it
was outdoor and so many others too.”
says Barnard, who is devastated at this
massive loss. “The fact that Ally chose
this vehicle of hockey to provide this
support and life for so many is a fact that
many of us are privileged by. In my work
with Ally over the years, his passion for
people was the driving factor.” he says,
“It was hard not to be influenced by it. I
know I was.” says Barnard.
Tyron mentions that he feels the
hockey world is a worse off place following
the passing of Allistar Fredericks. He
mentions, however, that it would be remiss
to limit it to just the hockey world. “You
would be hard pressed to find a person who
embodies the quote, ‘For as we let our own
lights shine, we unconsciously give others
permission to do the same.’, better than
Ally.” says Barnard.
Marrissa Langeni, the CEO of the South
African Hockey Association, spoke out to
eNCA channel about Allistar’s major and
significant role in South African hockey.
“He was a 1996 Atlanta Olympian. It was a
huge significant moment for South African
hockey.” says Langeni. “Especially given the
fact that he was the first player of colour
selected to represent South Africa at those
Olympic Games.” she says. “One of the
fond memories that he often spoke about
was being given the privilege of making
a speech for the late President Nelson
Mandela and actually presenting him with
a blazer from the Olympic Committee at
that time. [He had] a huge impact on the
hockey community. People are referring
to him as ‘The Star of Kimberley’, being
the rare talent that he was. Everybody that
we speak to has said that he was one of the
most skillful players of his generation.”
Ally will be fondly remembered and
memories of him will be forever cherished.
His legacy of love, hope and encouragement
will live on through his family and all that
have had the privilege of meeting him.
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T

forward to working with them to bring
fans new and exciting products. We are
extremely excited for this partnership.”

he South African Hockey
association can today
announce that TK Sports
South Africa are the new
kit supplier of the national
teams. This agreement
renews the relationship between TK
and SA Hockey, having previously
been the kit supplier spanning two FIH
Hockey World Cups, most recently in
2010. Now, the Elephants are Back.
Having returned to International
Hockey for the first time in over a year,
the SA Hockey Men wore the limited
edition Simunye kit in collaboration
with TK. They will now return to the
green and gold TK kits for the first
time since 2010. The agreement with
TK Sports South Africa runs until
December 2023.

Rassie Pieterse, MD of TK Sports South
Africa, echoed in his delight.
“TK Sports have been providing
equipment for hockey since 1985 and
have a longstanding heritage of leading
brands worldwide. We are delighted to
be able to put the players in kits that
bring out the best of their performance
on the turf. The South African Hockey
fanbase is a passionate and proud
group of people. We are also excited by
the opportunity to offer supporters a
chance to get their own replica kits and
to see stadiums packed in green and
gold once fans are allowed to return.
The elephants are back!”

Marissa Langeni, CEO of SA Hockey,
was delighted to share the news.
“We are delighted to renew our
relationship with TK and welcome them
back into the South African Hockey
family. They have been fantastic
supporters of South African Hockey
over the years. As a brand, TK reflects
our ambitions for growth, and we look

You can see the kits in action in the third
– fifth test matches for the SA Hockey
Men against Namibia. Live on the Watch
Hockey app or on the South African
Hockey Association Facebook page.
Replica kits will be available for
purchase on TK Sports SA online store.
A portion of every sale will be given by
TK back to the teams.
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A

s
the
Netherlands
wrapped up a third
consecutive
European
title
last
week
in
Netherlands,
it
confirmed their eight
consecutive International title since
Rio 2016 and equals a world record in
doing so. Centre to their success was
the inspirational form of player of the
tournament and skipper Eva de Goede.
The Dutch captain broke her wrist
in a Hoofdklasse match in April and
was not considered likely to play in this
tournament, but as she has shown over
her career, nothing can stop de Goede.
"I would not have dared to dream I
would be here when I broke my wrist.
These are goosebumps moments.
It is so special to be here. We will
not experience it at the Games later.
Playing in front of a home crowd is the
best thing there is." Shared de Goede
after the EuroHockey Championship
final.
In her career that has spanned 241
caps so far, the inspirational leader has
tasted more success than most. She

was the 2018 & 2019 FIH Player of the
Year, and very likely would have added
one for 2020 had it not been cancelled
due to the pandemic. Her career has
seen her win Olympic Gold, World
Cup Gold, EuroHockey Championship
Gold and Champions Trophy gold
more than most. Its hard to imagine a
tournament where Eva is not one of the
top performers, but is going to become
a reality sooner rather than later.
The Dutch sensation announced,
just after her move to HGC was
announced, that she will retire from
International Hockey after the Hockey
World Cup in 2022. “In a full stadium
is where I want to say goodbye,” shared
de Goede, alluding to the fact that
the Olympic Games will most likely
have very few or no fans at the games.
She will now bow out in front of a
home crowd in Hockey’s showpiece
tournament.
The Dutch team have been dominant
in the past four years and Eva has been
the central figure for this. As we build
towards Tokyo, lets just all enjoy the
fact that Eva is just so Goede.
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NICOLE
KEMP
PROFILE
by Sporting success
from the Northern
Areas

A

s athletes we get drawn to a sport that supplements
our lives, a sport that helps us discover who we
are, and gives us cause or reason to experience it.
Amongst other things, sport gives us a chance to be
with our friends. Sport gives us a chance to showcase
our talents, test our skills. It gives us an opportunity
to see what we can do, how we match up against the rest. It helps
shape the type of person we will become.
“Growing up was always an adventure. All my family and friends
played sport. As you can imagine our days consisted of a lot of play,
whether it was playing street sport, a round of cricket in someone’s
back garden or simply hide and seek. Outside being active is where
you would find me. That is when I was at my happiest.”
Nicole Kemp is tough as nails, strong and yet very humble. She
possesses a lot of resolve, exactly what is needed to overcome any
challenges. Nicole’s story is one of success, and it all began in the
Northern Areas of Port Elizabeth.
Nicole Claire Kemp was born in Port Elizabeth. She grew up
in extension 23 then later moved to Gelvan and currently resides
in Westering. Nicole’s schooling career commenced at Gelvan
Park Pre-Primary. She started grade 1 and completed her primary
schooling at Westering Primary School. Through her sporting
abilities, She was fortunate and privileged to enroll at Woodridge
College to complete her high school career.
“My passion for sport started from a very young age. As I
mentioned before, I come from a very sporty family. I remember
playing all kinds of sports with my older sister Tarren and my
cousin Craig. Every game we played was very competitive despite
the fact that I was the youngest. From early on in my life, I took a
liking to cricket. I was however unable to play it as a sport due to
the fact that girls cricket was not offered as a sport at school at the
time. This did not stop me from enjoying it with the boys at school
break time. With regards to hockey, the sport runs in the family.
So it goes without saying that I have been playing hockey for as
long as I can remember. I always share many early memories of
watching my sister playing matches. As soon as I was up on my
feet and walking I had a hockey stick in my hand. Once I started
primary school, I quickly realised that I wasn’t half as bad as I
thought and my small stature wouldn’t stop me from always giving
the sport 110%.”
Nicole’s natural progress was very uplifting. Her talents were
noticed and rewarded. She was elevated to play with people just
as talented and as hungry as she was. She evolved, continuously
improving, with the promise of delivering even more. This didn’t
come easy though. As with most life experiences, a lot of challenges
had to be overcome.
“I was always the smallest person around, therefore I wouldn’t
be taken seriously. That only motivated and challenged me to
become physically fit and mentally strong. Unfortunately another
major challenge I faced is one that is still being experienced by
many currently at a higher level. The challenge that comes with
inequality and lack of opportunities at higher levels of our sport.
These challenges would have been even more difficult without
influential people helping and supporting me behind the scenes.
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I am a firm believer that every coach has something
different to offer each and every player they coach.
Learning from another coaches is very important.
I do however have a few stand outs that deserve
acknowledgement. Lyall Meyer who believed in a once
little girl that just wanted to play the game. Linda
Bedford who was always supportive. Marcelle Keet who
is probably one of the biggest legends I have encountered
as an athlete, coach and mentor. My sister Tarren and
my mom have always been (and still are) my biggest fans
and I will always look up to the two of them. I have been
blessed to have this support base.”
Achievements - Hockey
NMU A premier Ladies (EP club)
Gelvan premier Ladies (EP club)
Uitenhage premier Ladies (EP Club)
EP U21
EP Ladies
Debut 2007 - S.A u21 against Australia.
2008 - Junior Africa World Cup Qualifier, Egypt
2009 - Junior World Cup, Boston
2011 - Senior African Olympic Qualifier, Zimbabwe
2012 - Junior Africa Cup, Stellenbosch
2013 - Senior China series
SA Premier Hockey League (PHL) Blyde River
Bunters: 2017-2019
Achievements - Cricket
EP cricket U16
EP U19 cricket: 2006-2009
EP senior cricket: 2007-2016
“Before Covid pandemic, I was doing everything in
my ability to do what I can in the hockey community. I
still very much enjoy the game and currently playing for
Uitenhage hockey club in the Eastern Province premier
league. I still actively coach and have taken on another
level of enjoying every aspect of the game, that being
umpiring. I have completed my studies and I am working
at Westering High School.
In the near future, my wish is to see the sport of
hockey progress in the right direction and get stronger
in every aspect. There’s plenty of talent out there and I
would like to see equal opportunity for all hockey players
and more financial assistance for those players who
have the potential but cannot afford the sport. The sport
gets more and more expensive by the year, and this will
eventually lead to reduced numbers or interest in the
sport we love so much.”
We get a lot back from sport,as much as we give. Sport
gives us a sense of belonging, and a reason to fight for
and boundaries for us to push against and test. Nicole
Kemp benefits from the relationship she has with sports.
It has given her the ability to tell a successful story, to
live the success.
“Always have fun, respect and never settle for anything
less than you deserve.”
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Justin Reid-Ross

n South African sporting history, the names of Lucas Radebe, Jacques
Kallis and Fourie du Preez will come up when we talk of our greatest
sportsman in history. You may bring in the likes of Wayde van Niekerk,
Chad le Clos or even Bruce Fordyce. But I believe another name should
be in that equation. Justin Reid-Ross.
The South African superstar recently played his last Hoofdklasse
game and has retired on 186 Goals in the Dutch top division in his time there
with Pinoke, Amsterdam and finally wrapping it all up with Hurley. He retires as
all-time top foreign goal scorer in Hoofdklasse history, one of only two foreign
centurions alongside fellow South African Austin Smith.
If we were to discuss potential inductees into the South African Sport Hall of
Fame over the next 12 months the name of Justin Reid-Ross should undoubtedly
feature near the top of that list, if not right on top. 97 test caps for the country
including the London Olympics in 2012. Hoofdklasse and EuroHockey League
finals in the same year and of course a two-time winner of the Hockey India
League further underline that the Justin Reid-Ross was not just good, he was
bloody awesome.
Hockey as a sport may not have the same level of coverage or money (as can
be seen by the difference in earnings between Justin and his good friend Chris
Morris in their respective Indian Leagues), but it does not have a shortage of
rock star status. Reid-Ross was ultimately our dragflicking rockstar and we were
privileged that his foreign career also coincided with the birth of social media
and the growth of coverage. As a benefit we were able to follow his career with
awe and excitement and he hit the back of the net on a regular occasion.
Justin may not get inducted into the South African sport Hall of Fame, but his
career was that good, his impact that big that we would like to officially unveil
the Hockey the Magazine Hall of Fame. Every edition of the magazine will see
another player inducted into the Hall of Fame and it gives us great pleasure to
announce Justin us our first inductee.
Enjoy Retirement and fatherhood! See you in the stands when we are
watching our boys play Hoofdklasse hockey one day!
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IN PRINT.
ON DIGITAL.
SUBSCRIBE TODAY.
Packed with features on latest beer trends, brewing, beer, brew news, tech talk and
much more On Tap beer magazine is published four times a year. Get it in print,
delivered directly to your door and on your favourite digital device.

Sign up via
ontapmag.co.za

On Tap is Africa’s first and only dedicated brewing publication

   
       
       
        

 

 

 
     
  

    



  

 

 

 

 



